We propose a framework to model general guillotine restrictions in two-dimensional cutting problems formulated as Mixed Integer Linear Programs (MIP). The modeling framework requires a pseudo-polynomial number of variables and constraints, which can be effectively enumerated for medium-size instances. Our modeling of general guillotine cuts is the first one that, once it is implemented within a state-of-the-art MIP solver, can tackle instances of challenging size. We mainly concentrate our analysis on the Guillotine Two Dimensional Knapsack Problem (G2KP), for which a model, and an exact procedure able to significantly improve the computational performance, are given. We also show how the modeling of general guillotine cuts can be extended to other relevant problems such as the Guillotine Two Dimensional Cutting Stock Problem (G2CSP) and the Guillotine Strip Packing Problem (GSPP). Finally, we conclude the paper discussing an extensive set of computational experiments on G2KP and GSPP benchmark instances from the literature.
Introduction
Two dimensional cutting problems are about obtaining a set of small (rectangular) items from one or more (rectangular) larger panels. Cutting problems are of great relevance in metal, wood, paper or glass industries, but also in loading, transportation, telecommunications and resource allocation in general (see, e.g., [37, 6, 24, 25, 3, 29] ). Depending on the industry, special features for the cuts may be required; a very common one which applies to glass and wood cutting is to have guillotine cuts.
(i) In guillotine cutting, items are obtained from panels through cuts that are parallel to the sides of the panel and cross the panel from one side to the other;
(ii) Cuts are performed in stages, where each stage consists of a set of parallel guillotine cuts on the shapes obtained in the previous stages;
(iii) Each cut removes a so-called strip from a panel. If during the cut sequence, the width of each cut strip equals the width of the widest item obtained from the strip, then the cut is denoted as restricted.
Our objective is to propose a way of modeling general guillotine cuts via Mixed Integer Linear Programs (MIPs), i.e., we do not limit the number of stages (restriction (ii)), nor impose the cuts to be restricted (restriction (iii)). We only ask the cuts to be guillotine ones (restriction (i)). In the following, we call these kind of cuts general guillotine cuts or simply guillotine cuts.
In Figure 1 we report, on the left, a pattern (cutting scheme) that cannot be obtained through guillotine cuts, in the center, a pattern that can be obtained through three-stage restricted guillotine cuts, and in the right a pattern that needs unrestricted guillotine cuts to be obtained, which are the ones we are interested in. General guillotine cuts allow a better use of the panels and can significantly reduce the waste of row material in practice (see also the Conclusions of this paper for a comparison of the solutions obtained by imposing different kinds of restrictions).
Families of cutting problems. In the following, we will mainly concentrate our analysis on the Two Dimensional Knapsack Problem, and briefly discuss extensions of the modeling ideas to the Two Dimensional Cutting Stock Problem and the Strip Packing Problem. For convenience, we remind the definition of these problems.
• Two-Dimensional Knapsack Problem (2KP): we are given one rectangular panel of length L and width W , and a list of n rectangular items; each item i (i = 1, . . . , n) is characterized by a length l i , a width w i , a profit p i , and is available in u i copies. The 2KP requires to cut the subset of items of largest profit which can fit in the rectangular panel (without overlapping).
• Two-Dimensional Cutting Stock Problem (2CSP): we are given infinitely many identical rectangular panels, each one having length L and width W and a list of n rectangular items; each item i (i = 1, . . . , n) is characterized by a length l i , a width w i , and must be cut in d i copies. The 2CSP requires to cut all the items by minimizing the number of used panels. The special case where the demand of each items is equal to 1 is denoted as Two-Dimensional Bin Packing Problem (2BPP).
• Strip Packing Problem (SPP): we are given a strip having length L and infinite width and a list of n rectangular items; each item i (i = 1, . . . , n) is characterized by a length l i , a width w i , and must be cut in d i copies. The SPP requires to cut all the items from the strip by minimizing the used strip width.
cutting has been developed, thus, we mainly concentrate this review on 2KPs, and on guillotine cutting. For a more comprehensive survey on two-dimensional cutting and packing the reader is referred to [27] and [38] .
Concerning the 2KP (with no specific restrictions on the cut features), [5] proposed a branch-andbound algorithm base on a MIP formulation. [7] and [17] proposed exact algorithms. The first one is based on a relaxation given by the KP instance with item weights coincident with the rectangle areas; for this relaxation a worst case performance ratio of 3 is proved. The latter is based on bounding procedures exploiting dual feasible functions.
Restricting the attention to guillotine cutting, the majority of contributions in the recent literature considered the case where the number of stages is limited to two or three. Unless explicitly stated, three stage approaches are for the restricted case. [31] consider the G2CSP and solve the pricing problem as a constraint satisfaction problem, by considering among others the case of guillotine cutting (with limited and unlimited number of stages). [32] propose compact models and a branch-and-price algorithm for the three stage G2BPP. They consider the unrestricted case as well. A more application-oriented study is presented in [37] , where a real-world G2CSP with multiple panel size and additional features is solved via column generation in an approximate fashion. A similar real-world problem, with the additional feature that identical cutting patterns can be processed in parallel, was recently considered by [29] .
In terms of optimization models not based on the Gilmore and Gomory (exponential size) formulation, [26] presented a compact model for the Guillotine Two Stage 2KP. [28] solved the Guillotine Two Stage 2CSP by extending a MIP formulation proposed by [36] for the one dimensional CSP. The extension of the model to two dimensions asks to define a set of flow problems to determine a set of horizontal strips, and a flow problem to determine how the strips fit into the rectangular panel. [34] presented a pseudo-polynomial size model for the Guillotine Two and Three Stage 2CSP based on the concepts of item to-be-cut and residual plates, obtained after the cut. Recently, [19] extended this idea to model the Guillotine Two Stage 2KP. Finally, a computational comparison of compact, pseudo-polynomial and exponential size (based on the Gilmore and Gomory formulation) models for the Guillotine Two Stage 2CSP with multiple panel size is presented in [18] .
Few contributions are available in the literature for guillotine cutting problems with an unlimited number of stages. This is probably due to the intrinsic difficulty of modeling guillotine restrictions. In addition to the mentioned paper by [31] , where guillotine restrictions are tackled through constraint satisfaction techniques, exact approaches for G2KP have been proposed by [10] , [9] , [14] . [11] proposed a recursive exact algorithm for the unconstrained case of G2KP, i.e., the case where no upper bound on the number of items of each type exists. An dynamic programming algorithm able to solve large-size instances of the latter problem was recently proposed by [33] . The most recent exact approach to G2KP is due to [15] , where a recursive procedure is presented that, given a set of items and a rectangular panel, constructs the set of associated guillotine packings. This procedure is then embedded into two exact algorithms, and computationally tested on a set of instances from the literature. In addition to the reported exact methods, [21] proposed two upper bounding procedures; concerning heuristic algorithms, we mention the hybrid algorithm by [22] and the recursive algorithm by [8] . Finally, the related problem of determining if a given set of items can be obtained from a given large rectangle by means of guillotine cuts, was modeled through oriented graphs by [12] .
Despite the relevance of general guillotine cutting problems, the only MIP model in the literature we are aware of was proposed by [4] , and solves the guillotine GSPP. The model is polynomial in the input size, but in practice it has a very large number of variables and constraints and, as observed in [4] , its linear programming relaxation produces "very loose lower bound". For these reasons the authors report computational experiments where instances with 5 items are solved in non-negligible computing time.
Paper Contribution. The main contribution of this paper is to propose a way of modeling general guillotine cuts via MIPs. The modeling framework requires a pseudo-polynomial number of variables and constraints, which can be all explicitly enumerated for medium-size instances. To the best of our knowledge, this is the first attempt to model guillotine restrictions via MIPs that works in practice, i.e., once it is implemented within a state-of-the-art solver, can tackle instances of challenging size. In this paper, we mainly concentrate on the G2KP. We model the problem as a MIP and propose an effective exact method for selecting a subset of the variables containing an optimal solution. Then, the resulting model can be solved by a general purpose MIP solver by only considering the subset of selected variables. This exact procedure is able to significantly increase the number of instances solved to proven optimality. In addition, we propose a number of procedures to further reduce the number of variables and constraints, and discuss conditions under which these reductions preserve the optimality of the solutions. We show how the modeling of guillotine cuts can be extended to other relevant problems such as the G2CSP and the GSPP. Finally, we conclude the paper by an extensive set of computational experiments on benchmark G2KP and GSPP instances from the literature. [16] proposed a pseudo-polynomial size model for the (one dimensional) Cutting Stock problem, based on the concepts of cut and residual element. The idea is the following: each time a stock of length L is cut in order to produce an item i of length l i , a residual element of size L − l i is obtained, which can be further used to produce additional items. The model associates a decision variable to each item and each (stock or residual) element, and feasible solutions are obtained by imposing balance constraints on the number of residual elements, while the cost of a solution is given by the number of used stock elements.
MIP modeling of guillotine cuts
We extend the approach of [16] to the two dimensions by using the concepts of cut and plate, where a plate can be either the original rectangular panel or a smaller rectangular residual plate obtained from the panel as result of a sequence of guillotine cuts. We concentrate on the G2KP; the main idea of the model we propose is the following: starting from the initial rectangular panel, we obtain two smaller plates through a horizontal or vertical guillotine cut; for each obtained plate, we need to decide where to perform further cuts, or eventually to keep the plate as it is when its dimensions equal the dimensions of one of the items to obtain. The process is iterated until the plates are large enough to fit some item.
In the model we propose, each cut decision is represented by a triple (q, j, o), where position q denotes the distance from the bottom left corner of a plate j, where a cut with orientation o is performed. In the left of Figure 2 we depict a vertical cut performed at position q on a generic plate j, producing two smaller plates j 1 and j 2 . We depict a horizontal cut in the right of the figure. Let us denote by J the set of plates where the rectangular panel (indexed by j = 0) has dimensions L, W , each plate j ∈ J has dimensions (l j , w j ) ∈ {1, . . . , W } × {1, . . . , L} (possible reductions of this set are discussed in the following of this section). We denote by O = {h, v} the set of possible orientations for a cut (horizontal and vertical, respectively). We denote byJ ⊂ J the subset of plates having dimensions equal to one of the items, thus, with a slight abuse of notation,J also denotes the set of items. Without loss of generality, we assume 0 ∈J (in case the rectangular panel does not correspond to an item to obtain, we set u 0 = 0). For a plate j we define by Q(j, o) the set of positions where we can cut j with orientation o. We have Q(j, o) ⊆ {1, . . . , w j − 1} and Q(j, v) ⊆ {1, . . . , l j − 1).
The model has integer variables x o qj denoting the number of times a plate of type j is cut at position q through a guillotine cut with orientation o. Let a o qkj be a coefficient taking value 1 when a plate of type k is obtained by cutting at position q a plate of type j by a cut with orientation o, and 0 otherwise. In addition, we use the integer variables y j , j ∈J, denoting the number of plates of type j that are kept as final items or, equivalently, the number of items of type j that are obtained.
The G2KP can be modeled as follows
where the objective function (1) maximizes the profit of cut items; constraints (2) impose that the number of plates j that are cut or kept as items does not exceed the number of plates j obtained through the cut of some other plates; constraints (3) are equivalent to the previous constraints for plates j / ∈J (hence, the corresponding y j variables are not defined); constraint (4) impose that the original rectangular panel is not used more than once; constraints (5) impose not to exceed the maximum number of items which can be obtained. Finally, (6) and (7) force the variables to be non-negative integers.
The model has a pseudo-polynomial size, indeed, in the worst case the number of plates is W L, and each plate can be horizontally cut in O(W ) positions and vertically cut in O(L) positions. The overall number of x variables is thus O(W L(W + L)), in addition to the y variables which are n. In the following, we denote this pseudo-polynomial size model as PP-G2KP Model. Indeed, not all the plates (accordingly, the variables and the constraints of the PP-G2KP Model) are necessary to preserve the optimality of the solutions. In the following, we discuss different ways of safely reducing the number of variables and constrains for the PP-G2KP Model.
The plates and, accordingly, the model variables can be enumerated by processing the item setJ and the rectangular panel (plate 0) as described in Algorithm 1. Starting from plate 0, new plates are obtained through vertical and horizontal cuts (line 7), and stored in set J when their size is such that they can fit some item (lines 9-12); otherwise the new plate is discarded. The definition of the set of positions Q(j, o) where plate j is cut with orientation o (line 5) is discussed in the next section.
A related extension of the model in [16] was proposed by [34] to model two and three stage restricted guillotine 2CSPs. In [34] , a decision variable defines the cut of an item from a plate through two orthogonal guillotine cuts, which in addition to the item produce (up to) two residual plates. This idea cannot be extended to the unrestricted case, where the position of a cut may not correspond to the size Procedure 1 Plate-and-variable enumeration Input: plate 0, items setJ Output: plates set J, variables x 1: initialize J = {0}, mark 0 as non-processed; 2: while J contains non-processed plates do 3: select a non-processed j ∈ J; 4:
for all o ∈ {h, v} do 5:
compute the set of cut positions Q(j, o); 6:
for all position q ∈ Q(j, o) do 7:
cut j at q with orientation o, generate plates j1, j2; 8:
if j1 ∈ J and j1 can fit some item then 9:
set J = J ∪ {j1}; 10:
end if 11:
if j2 ∈ J and j2 can fit some item then 12: of an item. In the following section we provide a lower bound on the largest profit loss which is incurred by considering the restricted case instead of the unrestricted one. An extension of the model of [34] to two stage guillotine knapsack problems is discussed in [19] .
Finally, we mention [2] , where a further extension of the model in [16] is presented. The authors consider a one dimensional Cutting Stock problem where the residual elements can be re-used and, in the specific application case, combined, so as to obtain the requested items.
Definition of the cut position set
Model (1)- (7) can have very large size, depending on the cardinality of sets J and Q(j, o), j ∈ J, o ∈ O. The number of plates that we consider and the number of cuts performed on each plate (eventually producing new plates) determine, in practice, the size of the model. Thus, a crucial question to be answered is the following: Given a plate j of length l j and width w j , how should Q(j, o), o ∈ O, be defined in order to minimize the number of variables and plates of the model, while preserving the optimality of the solution? Let I j be the set of items that can fit into plate j, i.e.,
The complete position set (Q) where a cut can be performed includes the dimensions of items i ∈ I j , and all combinations of the items i ∈ I j dimensions, and is defined as follows:
and
All the combinations of items defining the complete position set can be effectively obtained by a Dynamic Programming (DP) algorithm. The DP algorithm we used is an extension to the case of items available in several copies of the one described in [35] (which only considers single items).
Let us also define the restricted position set (Q R ), including only the dimensions of items i ∈ I j , as:
Note that one can remove symmetric cut positions for a plate j from set Q(j, o), o ∈ O (resp. Q R (j, o)), i.e.:
These positions are automatically discarded by the DP algorithm.
Considering the PP-G2KP Model with the restricted position set only, does not guarantee in general the optimality of the corresponding solution. The following theorem states a condition under which the optimality is preserved. Theorem 1. If a plate j can fit at most five items by guillotine cuts, then an optimal solution to the PP-G2KP Model exists by considering the positions q for plate j restricted to Q R (j, h) and Q R (j, v).
Proof. Proof of Theorem 1. We need to show that, when cutting five items from a plate, any packing can be obtained by considering restricted cut positions only. Without loss of generality, consider the first cut to be vertical. When performing the first guillotine cut, either we obtain two new plates which contain two and three items, respectively; or we obtain two new plates which contain one and four items, respectively. In the latter case the first cut can be performed at a position corresponding to the length of the item which is alone in the new plate. Assume instead the first case holds, and consider the new plate containing two items. If they are placed one on the side of the other (as in the left of Figure 3 ), it was possible to separate one of them with the first cut. When the two items are placed one on top of the other (as in the right of Figure 3 ), the first cut could be performed at a position equal to the length of the longest of the two. Similar considerations apply when cutting four items from a plate. Figure  4 ). All items can be obtained from the rectangular panel through guillotine cuts (in Figure 4 , the first cut is vertical and separates the panel in two new plates containing three items each), but no feasible solution to the PP-G2KP Model with q restricted to Q R (j, o), o ∈ O allows to obtain the six items.
From Example 1 it follows that
Remark. The value of five items in Theorem 1 is tight.
Given the result of Theorem 1, a reduction in the number of variables of the PP-G2KP Model can be obtained by considering positions in set Q R for plates with the property that they can fit at most five items. Since exactly checking this condition can be computationally expensive, we considered the following relaxation. A sufficient condition for this property to hold is that the cumulate area of the six smallest items exceeds the plate area. In the following we denote the reduction obtained by checking the previous sufficient condition as Cut-Position reduction.
Restricting the positions to Q R (j, h) and Q R (j, v) for all plates has a large impact on the number of variables and plates of the PP-G2KP Model (see Section 4.1) but potentially leads to sub-optimal solutions. Thus it is natural to wonder what is the loss of profit in the worst case. In the following we denote the PP-G2KP Model with variables restricted to the the position sets Q R as Restricted PP-G2KP model. Let z R be the optimal solution of the Restricted PP-G2KP model, and z U the optimal solution of the PP-G2KP Model(with complete position and Q). The following proposition provides an upper bound on the profit in the worst case.
Remark. In the worst case, z R z U ≤ 5 6 .
Proof. Proof of Remark 2.1. The result follows from Example 1 when the profit is the same for all the six items.
Another reduction of the model size can be obtained by removing redundant cuts (denoted as Redundant-Cut reduction in the following). Note that, while the Cut-Position reduction can reduce the number of plates in the model, the Redundant-Cut reduction do not affect the number of plates, but only the number of cut positions (and thus the variables of the model).
We say that q is a trim cut on plate j when cutting plate j at position q produces a single useful plate j 1 (the second produced plate j 2 is waste).
Remark. Given a plate j, one can remove a trim cut at position q with orientation o from Q(j, o), while preserving the optimality of the solution of the PP-G2KP Model, in the following cases:
1. Plate j can only be obtained through a sequence of two orthogonal trim cuts on a larger plate.
2. Plate j can be obtained from one or more larger plates, but always through trim cuts, and at least one of these trim cuts has orientation o.
Proof. Proof of Remark 2.1. In both cases, plate j is obtained anyway through an alternative cut sequence, and thus the corresponding variable can be removed from the model preserving optimality.
The computational effect on the number of variables and plates of the reductions discussed in this section are highlighted in Section 4.
Model extensions: Cutting Stock problem and Strip Packing problem
The modeling ideas of Section 2 can be extended to model other two-dimensional guillotine cutting problems. We present in this section two MIP models for the G2CSP and the GSPP.
By using the same variables defined for the PP-G2KP Model, a MIP formulation for the G2CSP reads as follows
(2), (3)
where the objective function (11) minimizes the number of rectangular panels that are used; and constraints (12) impose to satisfy the demand associated with the items. The remaining constraints have the same meaning as in the PP-G2KP Model.
The PP-G2CSP model can be extended to the case of panels available in p different sizes, by defining p initial panels 0 t and a coefficient c t , t = 1, . . . , p, specifying the corresponding cost. The objective function is promptly modified to:
To model the GSPP, we first need an upper bound W on the optimal solution value. We consider the first cut performed on the strip (j = 0) to be horizontal (h), with Q(0, h) = {1, . . . , W } and do not define vertical cuts for the strip (i.e., Q(0, v) = {∅}); in addition, out of the two parts obtained from the first cut, only the bottom one is a finite rectangle that can be used, while the top part is the residual of the infinite strip. The width of the obtained initial rectangle is in Q(0, h) and equals the solution value. We use a variable z denoting the solution value, in addition to the variables defined for the PP-G2KP Model. A MIP formulation for the GSPP is then
where the objective function (16) and constraints (17) minimize the (vertical) distance of the first cut from the bottom of the strip, constraint (18) impose to have one horizontal first cut (where q is the width of the cut, with q ∈ Q(0, h)). The remaining constraints have the same meaning as in the previous models.
3 An effective solution procedure for the PP-G2KP Model Tackling directly the PP-G2KP Model through a general-purpose MIP solver can be out of reach for medium-size instances due to the large number of variables and constraints, thus in this section we describe an effective exact solution procedure based on variable pricing, aiming at reducing the number of variables and quicken the computational convergence.
The procedure starts by enumerating all the PP-G2KP Model variables by means of Algorithm 1, considering the complete position set Q (see Section 2) . Symmetric cut positions are not generated (Section 2.1). Variables are then stored in a variable pool. We denote the PP-G2KP Model with all these variables as Complete PP-G2KP Model. The variable pool of the Complete PP-G2KP Model can be preprocessed by means of the Cut-Position and Redundant-Cut reductions, so as to reduce its size.
We perform two subsequent variable pricing procedures executed in cascade. The first one concerns the solution of the linear relaxation of the PP-G2KP Model, where variables having positive reduced profit are iteratively selected from the variable pool. The value of the linear programming relaxation of the PP-G2KP Model, denoted as LP in the following, gives an upper bound on the optimal integer solution value. By exploiting the dual information from the linear programming relaxation, and by computing a feasible solution of value LB, a second pricing of the variables can be performed. This second variable pricing allows us to select from the variable pool all the variables that, by entering in the optimal base with an integer value (e.g., after a branching decision), could potentially improve on the incumbent solution of value LB. We denote the PP-G2KP Model after the second variables pricing as Priced PP-G2KP Model.
The details on the two variable pricing procedures are given in the next section.
Variable pricing procedures
The linear programming relaxation of the PP-G2KP Model can be solved by variable pricing, where we iteratively solve the model with a subset of variables and exploit dual information to add variables with positive reduced profit. Initially, we relax the integrality requirements for the variables (constraints (6) and (7)) to:
and we initialize the resulting linear program (1)- (5) and (22), (23) with all the y j , j ∈J variables and the x o qj , j ∈ J, o ∈ O, q ∈ Q R (j, o) variables, i.e., variables corresponding to cuts in the restricted positions set Q R (see Section 2) . The solution of the resulting linear programming relaxation provides optimal dual variables π j associated with constraints (2) and (3).
The reduced profit of a variable x o qj , associated with a cut of plate j producing (up to) two new plates j 1 and j 2 , is readily computed as:
and can be evaluated for all the variables of the Complete PP-G2KP Model, stored in the pool, in linear time in the size of the pool. The reduced profitp(x o qj ) represents the change in the objective function for an unitary increase in the value of the corresponding variable x o qj . We optimally solve the linear relaxation of the PP-G2KP Model by iteratively adding variables with positive reduced profit, i.e., a subset of
and then re-optimizing the corresponding linear program. When all variables in the variable pool have a non-positive reduced profit, then the linear programming relaxation of the Complete PP-G2KP Model is optimally solved, providing us an upper bound of value LP . Given a feasible solution of value LB, the optimal value LP of the linear programming relaxation, and the optimal value of the dual variables π * j , j ∈ J, we perform a last round of pricing. The Priced PP-G2KP Model is defined by including the y variables and the subset of the x variables
This includes all the variables in base plus the variables that, by entering in the current basic solution with value 1 (i.e., at the minimal non-zero integer value), would produce a solution of value z > LB.
The effectiveness of the last round of variable pricing in reducing the number of variables of the Priced PP-G2KP Model largely depends on the gap between the upper bound value LP and the value of a feasible solution LB. Heuristic feasible solutions of excellent quality can be computed by solving the Restricted PP-G2KP model, defined by the variables from the restricted position set Q r (see Section 4.1 in the following).
The exact solution procedure is summarized in Algorithm 2. 
Computational Experiments
To the best of our knowledge, the modeling framework of guillotine restrictions that we propose in this paper is the first approach based on Mixed-Integer Linear Programming that is able to solve benchmark instances to optimality. Thus, the scope of the reported computational experiments is broader than simply comparing the obtained results against previous approaches. Namely, with these experiments we wish to evaluate:
• the size and practical solvability of the Complete PP-G2KP Model for a set of G2KP benchmark instances by means of a general purpose MIP solver;
• the effectiveness of the proposed Cut-Position and Redundant-Cut reductions in removing variables and constraints from the Complete PP-G2KP Model .
• the capability to solve the PP-G2KP Model by means of the pricing procedure described in Section 3 (Priced PP-G2KP Model);
• the quality of the solutions that are obtained by optimally solving the PP-G2KP Model by considering the restricted position set Q R only;
• finally, we wish to discuss the computational performance of our framework with respect to a state-of-the-art combinatorial algorithm for the G2KP ( [15] ), and with the only alternative MIP formulation of guillotine restrictions we are aware of, which is described for the GSPP ( [4] ).
We performed all the computational experiments on one core of a Core2 Quad Q9300 2.50GHz computer with 8 GB RAM, under Linux operating system. As linear programming and MIP solver we used IBM ILOG CPLEX 12.5.
In the computational experiments, we considered two sets of classical two-dimensional instances, listed in Table 1 . The first set of 21 instances, for which [15] reports computational results as well, is from the OR library ( [30] ); the second set of 38 instances is from [23] . Both sets include weighted and unweighted instances, where the profit of each item is given, or equals the item area, respectively. unweighted weighted [30] gcut1 -gcut12, wang20, cgcut1 -cgcut3, okp1 -okp5, 2s, 3s, A1s , A2s, STS2s, STS4s, HH, 2, 3, A1, A2, STS2, STS4, CHL1, [23] OF1,OF2,W,CHL1s,CHL2s, A3, A4, A5, CHL2, CW1, CW2, CW3, Hchl2, Hchl9. CHL5, CHL6, CHL7, CU1, CU2, Hchl3s, Hchl4s, Hchl6s, Hchl7s, Hchl8s. In order to classify the instances according to the size, we generated the Complete PP-G2KP Model, and we grouped the instances into three sets, according to the corresponding number of variables. Tables 2, 3 and 4 report the features of small (less than 100,000 variables), medium (between 100,000 and 500,000 variables), and large-size instances (more than 500,000 variables), respectively.
For each instance, the tables report the name (name), the best solution value (best) we could compute in our experiments, in bold if optimal, the number of different items n, the total number of itemsn, the largest ratio between an item length or width and the length or width of the rectangular panel . For the following instances, that we could not solve to optimality, the optimal solution value is known and it is reported by [15] : gcut11 = 955, 389, okp2 = 22, 502, okp3 = 24, 019.
The size of the Complete PP-G2KP Model can be very large, in particular for the gcut instances, the largest model (gcut12) has more than 66 million variables and almost 0.5 million constraints. In addition to a very large size, since no reductions are applied to the Complete PP-G2KP Model, it may contain equivalent solutions. The CPLEX MIP solver can solve to optimality 19 out of 20 small-size instances, 12 out of 18 medium-size instances, and none of the 21 large-size instances. For instance A5 and all instances in the latter set, gaps at time limit are 100%, meaning that no feasible solution is found by the solver.
Lower bound (feasible solution) computation
Computing a feasible solution is the first step of the solution procedure for the PP-G2KP Model, summarized in Algorithm 2. A possible fast way of computing a feasible solution is by the iterated greedy algorithm proposed by [15] : given a random order of the items, the algorithm selects the first k items in the ordering whose cumulate profit would improve on the incumbent solution. The algorithm then tries to pack the selected items into the rectangular panel, according to a First Fit Decreasing strategy (see [13] ); in case of success, the incumbent solution is updated (the attempt is not performed if the sum of the areas of the selected items is larger than the area of the panel). In our implementation, we allow 1 million of iterations after the last update of the incumbent solution. Improved feasible solutions can be obtained by considering the optimal solution of the PP-G2KP Model with cut positions in the restricted position set Q R , i.e., the Restricted PP-G2KP model. Example 1 tells us that the Restricted PP-G2KP model might not contain the optimal solution. However, this occurrence is rare in practice and, in any case, the optimal solution value of the Restricted PP-G2KP model is a valid lower bound LB on the optimal solution value.
In order to show the relative size of the Restricted PP-G2KP model, in Figure 5 we use performance profiles to depict the percentage of variables and plates of the Restricted PP-G2KP model with respect to variables and plates of the Complete PP-G2KP Model. In the horizontal axis the figure reports the percentage of variables (resp., plates), and in the vertical axis the percentage of instances for which the Restricted PP-G2KP model has no more than the corresponding percentage of variables (resp., plates). The continuous line is for the variables, the dashed line for the plates. We see that for 80% of the instances, the Restricted PP-G2KP model has at most 25% of the variables and 65% of the plates of the Complete PP-G2KP Model. Despite the large reduction in the number of variables and plates, solving the Restricted PP-G2KP model by using a MIP solver can be very time consuming, hence, we adapted the pricing procedure of Algorithm 2 to this case. We compute an initial feasible solution by means of the iterated greedy algorithm, we solve the linear programming relaxation of the Restricted PP-G2KP model, and we price the model variables, thus defining a Restricted Priced PP-G2KP Model containing only the variables that, by entering in base with value 1 or larger, could improve on the incumbent solution. Then, we solve the resulting Restricted Priced PP-G2KP Model by means of the CPLEX MIP solver.
In Figure 6 we use performance profiles to represent the gaps between the values of the greedy heuristic solution (LB g ) and of the Restricted PP-G2KP model (LB R ) optimal solution, and the value of the best overall solution (reported in column best of Tables 2, 3 and 4). In the horizontal axis of the figure we report the percentage gap, computed as 100(best − LB)/best, and in the vertical axis the percentage of instances for which the corresponding or a smaller gap is obtained. The dashed line denotes the greedy heuristic solution and the continuous line the Restricted PP-G2KP model, solved through the pricing procedure. The quality of the solutions obtained by solving the Restricted PP-G2KP model is excellent: for all but three cases it coincides with the best solution we could compute, and in these three cases the gap is very small. Concerning the greedy heuristic, the largest gap does not exceed 17%.
Concerning the computational effort, the greedy heuristic takes few seconds, while solving the Restricted PP-G2KP model can be time consuming, even if the pricing procedure is used. More details on the computing times are reported next in Tables 5, 6, 7. We conclude this section by briefly discussing the relation between the Restricted PP-G2KP model and the extension of the model by [34] that one would obtain by removing the limitation on the number of stages. The former performs cuts on plates at positions which equal the size of some item, while the latter is limited to cutting items from plates. Hence, the Restricted PP-G2KP model would allow for solutions that are infeasible for the extension of the model in [34] . As an example, if there are three items with lengths 2, 3, 5, the Restricted PP-G2KP model would allow to cut at position q = 5, and then to perform a further cut at position q = 2 on the obtained plate. The extension of the model in [34] would allow to cut at 5 only for obtaining an item, and no further cut would be permitted on the obtained plate.
Iterative Variable Pricing
Solving the linear programming relaxation of the PP-G2KP Model through the variable pricing procedure asks to iteratively add variables with positive reduced profit, and then re-optimize the linear program, as explained in Algorithm 2. The actual way variables are added has practical relevance, because it heavily impacts on the computing time and number of iterations of the procedure. On the one hand, one could add at each iteration all the variables having positive reduced profit, solving the linear programming relaxation in less iterations (but eventually solving large LPs). On the other hand, one could add a single variable to the linear program at each time, eventually performing more iterations.
We designed an optimized procedure for iteratively adding variables with positive reduced profit to the linear programming relaxation of the PP-G2KP Model. The procedure uses two parameters, namely, the maximum number n max of variables added at each iteration, and a thresholdp for the reduced profit of the variables to be added. At each iteration, the first n max variables in the pool, having reduced profit larger thanp, are added to the linear programming relaxation of the PP-G2KP Model. If no variable with reduced profit larger thanp exists, the first n max variables with positive reduced profit are added. Variable number n max is defined as the number of variables that have positive reduced profit at the first iteration, times a parameter α. Thresholdp is defined as the sum of the profits of all the available items, times a parameter β. The values of parameters α and β were experimentally tuned, so as to minimize the cumulate computing time of the variable pricing procedure for the whole instance set. In Figure 7 we report three lines, one per value of α; each line depicts the average variable pricing time for different values of β. As result of these experiments, we choose the following values of the parameters: α = 0.20 and β = 0.25. 
Models size and reductions
In this section we discuss the size of the various models we work with, namely, the Complete PP-G2KP Model, the Complete PP-G2KP Model after applying the Cut-Position and Redundant-Cut reductions, and the Priced PP-G2KP Model.
We use performance profiles to represent the percentage of variables of each considered model with respect to the number of variables of the Complete PP-G2KP Model (reported in Tables 2, 3 and 4). Figure 8 reports on the horizontal axis the percentage of residual variables, and on the vertical axis the percentage of instances having no more than the specified percentage of variables. From right to left, the lines in the figure correspond to the application of the Redundant-Cut reduction, the Cut-Position reduction, and the two reductions together. The reduction strategies appear to be very effective for the gcut instances, where in several cases the number of variables is halved, while for the rest of the instance set the percentage of residual variables ranges between 72% and 96%. The leftmost line of Figure 8 depicts the percentage of residual variables of the Priced PP-G2KP Model (i.e., after the variable pricing procedures are applied). For approximately 80% of the instances, the percentage of residual variables in the Priced PP-G2KP Model is smaller than 40%. The benefit of such a reduction in the model size is discussed in the next section. Concerning the number of plates, as anticipated only the Cut-Position reductions can affect it. In practice this happens for a small fraction of the instance set, where there is a large reduction: for 3% of the instances, the percentage of residual plates is no larger than 10%; for 90% of the instances, the number of plates is unchanged.
Overall solution procedure
Finally, Tables 5, 6 and 7 report the results obtained by applying the proposed solution procedure to the small, medium and large-size instances, respectively. The tables follow the steps of the solution procedure:
• After the instance name, the tables report the overall computing time in seconds spent for the corresponding instance (t tot ). The procedure has three time limits of 1 hour, for solving the Restricted PP-G2KP model, for the variable pricing and for solving the Priced PP-G2KP Model, respectively. If a time limit is incurred, the corresponding value is marked with a * in the tables.
• The first step of the solution procedure is to enumerate the problem variables (and plates) to be stored in the variable pool, and to apply the reductions (Cut-Position and Redundant-Cut).
The percentage of computing time (with respect to the total t tot ) is reported in column three (%t gen ).
• The solution procedure first asks for a feasible solution, that we compute by solving the Restricted PP-G2KP model. As anticipated, the Restricted PP-G2KP model is tackled by solving the corresponding MIP through CPLEX, after a pricing of the variables has been performed. The pricing asks for a feasible solution, which is obtained through the greedy heuristic. The percentage computing time %t LB in column four accounts for all these computations. Note that the aim of this step is producing a good quality feasible solution, thus, even if the step reaches the time limit, the correctness of the procedure is maintained.
• The next step of the procedure is to solve the linear programming relaxation of the PP-G2KP Model through iterative pricing of the pool variables. The tables report, in columns five, the percentage of the overall computing time devoted to this task. No useful upper bound is available if this step reaches the time limit. Column six (gap LP ) reports the percentage optimality gap at this step of the procedure, computed as 100 U B LP −LB
U B LP
, where LB is the value of the feasible solution computed in the previous step, and U B LP is the upper bound obtained by rounding down the value of the linear programming relaxation.
• After applying a final round of pricing, the procedure defines the Priced PP-G2KP Model. The
Priced PP-G2KP Model is then tackled by the CPLEX MIP solver with a time limit of 1 hour. Table 5 : Solution of the small-size instances.
We compare the results obtained by applying the proposed solution procedure with the performance of the CPLEX MIP solver in solving the Complete PP-G2KP Model. Concerning small-size instances, one instance remains unsolved (Hchl8s), but the final optimality gap is reduced from 1.8% to 0.8%. The computing times are reduced for almost all other instances, in several cases of one order of magnitude. Concerning medium-size instances, tree additional instance are solved to optimality. For the tree instances which remain unsolved, the final optimality gaps are reduced. The computing times are reduced for almost all solved instances, in several cases of one or two orders of magnitude. Concerning the 21 large-size instances, they are all unsolved when the Complete PP-G2KP Model is tackled directly by the CPLEX MIP solver, and no feasible solution is produced by the solver, hence the optimality gap is 100%. By applying the solution procedure based on pricing, we could solve to optimality 16 of them, and for three out of five unsolved instances, the final optimality gap is at most 9%. For only two instances, namely, Hchl6s and Hchl7s, the time limit is reached during the solution of the linear programming relaxation, and a valid upper bound is not provided.
In order to give a graphical representation of the performance of the two methods, namely, solving the Complete PP-G2KP Model directly by the CPLEX MIP solver and applying the proposed solution procedure, we report a performance profile in Figure 9 . For each instance we compute a normalized time τ as the ratio of the computing time of the considered solution method over the minimum computing Table 7 : Solution of the large-size instances time for solving the instance to optimality. For each value of τ in the horizontal axis, the vertical axis reports the percentage of the instances for which the corresponding method spent at most τ times the computing time of the fastest method. The proposed solution procedure based on pricing (dashed line) has a much better performance than solving the Complete PP-G2KP Model directly with the CPLEX MIP solver (continuous line). The performance profile of both methods reaches an horizontal line denoting the percentage of instances that could be solved within time limit. We conclude this section by commenting on the quality of the solutions obtained by solving the Restricted PP-G2KP model to optimality: quite often this is the optimal solution; among 51 instances solved to optimality, the solution of the Restricted PP-G2KP model is optimal in 48 cases. For three instances only, the incumbent is improved, namely: A5, CHL1 and CHL7. For the remaining instances, the value of the lower bound LB is not improved when solving the Priced PP-G2KP Model. In other words, solving the Priced PP-G2KP Model is quite often only needed to certify the optimality of the incumbent solution.
Comparison with state-of-the-art approaches
The most recent and effective combinatorial algorithm for the 2GKP is the A1 algorithm by [15] , which embeds a recursive procedure to enumerate all possible packings of the items within a given rectangular panel. Algorithm A1 needs as input an upper bound U B on the maximum profit which can be obtained from the original rectangular panel, which is set to U B = min{U kp , U unc }, where U kp is the optimal solution of the associated non-guillotine problem, and U unc is the optimal solution value of the associated unconstrained two-dimensional problem. Apparently, the algorithm performance is largely dependent from this information, and hence it is not possible to clearly compare the computing times of the procedure we propose for solving the PP-G2KP Model with the computing times of A1. According to the experiments reported in [15] , A1 can solve all the instances from the OR-library we consider (namely, gcut1 − gcut12, cgcut1 − cgcut3, wang20 and okp1 − opk5). The experiments were conducted on a computer similar to the one we used; A1 initially computes a LB on the optimal solution value by running the iterated greedy algorithm for 60 seconds, then the computing times of the algorithm do not exceed 46 seconds. A1 can also solve many of the APT problems from [1] . Because of their structure, where very small items need to be packed into large rectangular panels, these instances are intractable for the PP-G2KP Model, whose number of variables would be too large in that case.
Concerning the modeling of guillotine restrictions through MIPs, the only alternative framework we are aware of was proposed by [4] , and applied to the GSPP. The model was tested on instances having 5 items, to be packed into strips of length L = 300. Items lengths l were randomly generated with uniform distribution in [αL, βL], with (α, β) ∈ {(0.1, 0.5), (0.3, 0.7)}. Three shape classes were considered for the items: wide items, long items and almost square items. Wide items, with w ∈ [1.2l, 5l], were generated with probability A; almost square items, with w ∈ [0.8l, 1.2l], where generated with probability B; and long items, with w ∈ [0.1l, 0.8l], were generated with residual probability. [4] considered the following set of values for A and B: (A, B) ∈ {(1/2, 1/4), (1/4, 1/2), (1/4, 1/4), (1/3, 1/3)}.
In Table 8 , we report on some experiments we performed by generating instances with these fea- 
Conclusions
In this paper we proposed a way of modeling (general) guillotine cuts in Mixed Integer Linear Programs (MIPs), without limiting the number of stages, nor imposing the cuts to be restricted. We concentrated on the Guillotine Two-Dimensional Knapsack Problem (G2KP), and we discussed extensions of the approach to Guillotine Two-Dimensional Cutting Stock and Guillotine Strip Packing problems. As our framework, based on the concepts of cuts and residual plates, can lead to a very large (pseudopolynomial) number of variables, we proposed effective procedures for generating, managing and solving the obtained models. Specifically, we devised a solution procedure based on the computation of a feasible solution of very good quality, which is obtained by restricting the modeling to consider only cuts that coincide with the size of some item. By exploiting dual information, we then perform a pricing of the variables which allows us to define smaller-size models while preserving the optimality of the solutions.
We reported extensive computational experiments, showing that the approach we proposed can solve to optimality several benchmark instances from the literature, and compares favorably with a state-ofthe-art combinatorial approach, while outperforming the only alternative framework based on mixedinteger programming we are aware of.
We conclude this work by considering an example that shows the differences among the optimal solutions of three different problems discussed in the paper, and motivates the interest for general guillotine cutting with respect to restricted versions of guillotine cutting. We consider the unweighted instance CHL7 (item profits equal their areas). Figure 10 reports three solutions, where items are numbered as they appear in the instance. In the the left of the figure, we report the optimal solution of the Guillotine two-stage 2KP, where the rectangular panel is first divided into horizontal strips, and then items are obtained from the strips by vertical cuts. Further horizontal cuts (trimming) may be necessary to obtain the final items. In the center of the figure, we represent the optimal solution of the Guillotine 2KP when we consider guillotine cuts with an unlimited number of stages, but cuts are restricted, i.e., they define strips whose width (resp., length) equals the width (resp., length) of some item. The profit of this solution is 0.67% larger than the profit of the two-stage solution. Finally, in the right of the figure we report the optimal solution of the G2KP studied in this paper: the only restriction imposed to the cuts is to be guillotine ones; they are not restricted nor limited in the number of stages. The profit of this solution is 0.91% larger than the profit of the two-stage solution. The example shows a case where the tree problems have different optimal solutions of strictly increasing profit. 
